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Location
on the western side of the okavango Delta in a 
private concession

chiLD PoLicy
children 6 years and older are welcome.

accommoDation
number of tents:

•	 Six tents in total consisting of:
•	 5 x twin bedded tents (can be converted to 

doubles on request)
•	 1 x double bedded tent
•	 1 x tour leader/guides twin tent (not totally the 

same standard as a guest unit)
•	 children aged 6-16 can be accommodated on 

special request in two of the six tents, meaning 
a maximum of 14 beds can be provided.

this camp can accommodate 12 guests (or 14 with 
children aged 6 – 16 years) excluding any guides/
pilots/tour leaders/escorts. 

tent DetaiLS:
•	 Luxury architect-designed ‘tents’, each 

individually furnished
•	 each tent has a viewing deck overlooking the 

lagoon
•	 en-suite bathroom with indoor shower plus an 

outdoor copper bath
•	 hairdryers and bathrobes
•	 ceiling fans, tea and coffee stations and a 

small bar fridge 
•	 electronic safe in each tent
•	 multi-plugs available for charging camera and 

video equipment and laptops in the tent

camP DeScriPtion
•	 Situated in an ancient riverine forest 

overlooking a large lagoon.
•	 Luxury tented camp with pool.
•	 Large canvas dining, and lounge area connect 

to an elephant Library (which has internet 
connectivity for guest use) on a tiered wooden 
deck.

•	 the open, airy gym is positioned back from the 
lagoon and drops down onto a wooden deck 
which joins the pool area. equipment includes 
a treadmill, rowing machine, yoga mats and 
free weights. 

•	 traditional campfire on the ground under the 
stars.

•	 there is a Star-Bed platform that sleeps 2 
guests situated at the elephant enclosure. the 
double-storey Star-Bed has its own bathroom 
with shower, toilet and basin on the lower deck 
and the bed upstairs under a large mosquito 
net with a viewing deck over the elephant 
enclosure.

Game ViewinG
Plains game that occurs in the area includes spe-
cies like impala, red lechwe, tsessebe, zebra, wart-
hog, buffalo and giraffe as well as herds of wild 
elephant. the primary carnivores are lion, spotted 
hyaena and leopard which can be seen while on 
game activities. 
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actiVitieS
the focus at abu is on the elephant experience. 
the herd currently comprises six elephants: Cathy, 
Shireni, Lorato, Paseka, Warona and Naledi. 
Guests ride two at a time on cathy and Shireni, 
allowing for four guests to ride simultaneously on 
an activity whilst the remaining guests (maximum 
6) walk alongside the elephants or enjoy one of the 
other activities on offer.

•	 walking with the elephants (13 years and older)
•	 Solo riding the elephants (13 years and older) 
•	 observing activities such as mud bathing and 

training
•	 Sleeping on the star bed platform overlooking 

the elephant Boma
•	 Discussions on and involvement with local 

elephant research
•	 Discussions on elephant conservation at a 

local, national and continent-wide level
•	 Day and night game drives
•	 Birding
•	 Boating
•	 mokoro excursions (13 years and older)

Fishing on a catch and release basis year round 
except January and February when fishing is 
barred by law for breeding. the camp supplies all 
fishing equipment.

in-room treatmentS

massages, manicures or pedicures are now avail-
able in-room on a request basis at abu. these are 
at an additional cost.

SuGGeSteD 3-niGht ProGramme
Day 1: arriVe arounD Lunchtime.
•	 Light lunch.
•	 Short talk on the okavango formation and 

location.
•	 tea with snacks.
•	 Briefing on safety and the elephants.
•	 orientation ride with elephants until sunset. 

Guests meet the herd and the elephant 
handlers/keepers and get a short story on 
history of elephants.

•	 Dinner in camp.

Day 2: wake uP arounD 06h30.
•	 Breakfast 07h00
•	 07h45 out on the first long activity with the 

elephants. Some guests ride (5 guests can 
currently ride at a time) while others walk with 
the elephants.

•	 10h00 Bush tea and drive to picnic site on the 
river/channel.

•	 12h00 Bush lunch under canopy overlooking 
lagoons and floodplain. after lunch siesta on 
blankets and pillows spread out in the shade. 
Fishing and mokoro for those interested. or the 
option to siesta back at camp if guests prefer.

•	 15h30 ride or walk with the elephants back to 
camp.

•	 Sunset in camp and refresh for dinner.
•	 Dinner and fireside stories. 
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Day 3: wake uP 06h30
•	 Breakfast 07h00
•	 07h45 ride out into the bush on the elephants 

plus walking with them for those keen.
•	 10h00 Bush tea and anatomy talk using one of 

the elephants as a live model. Game drive back 
to camp for lunch.

•	 Lunch and siesta 
•	 tea at 15h30 and viewing the elephants mud 

bathing  
•	 walk/ride the elephants back to camp on a 

different route.
•	 Sunset in camp.
•	 19h00 Farewell bush dinner. 

Day 4: wake uP 06h30
•	 07h00 Light snacks with coffee
•	 07h45 Last ride with the elephants
•	 10h00 Bush tea, photo opportunity and 

farewells to the elephant handlers/keepers and 
the herd.

•	 11h00 Brunch and farewell at camp before 
departure.

Please note that the activities are flexible and can 
be tailor-made to guests’ requirements.

eLectricity & water
•	 electricity is provided by solar energy with a 

back-up generator if required. 
•	 Video and camera batteries as well as laptops 

can be charged in the guest tents.
•	 water is solar heated.
•	 internet available in the Library.

DrinkS PoLicy
all stocked drinks are included in the nightly tariff.

LaunDry PoLicy
Laundry is done daily and is inclusive in the nightly 
tariff with the exception of “smalls” i.e. underwear, 
which are not washed due to local customs.

extraS Payment
curios and tips/gratuities can be settled on check 
out. Payment can be made by cash (uS Dollars, 
British Sterling), travellers’ cheques or Visa and 
mastercard.

FLyinG timeS
•	 to/from maun: 30 minutes
•	 to/from kasane: 1 hr 30 minutes

airStriP DetaiLS
•	 abu airstrip located approximately 20 minutes 

drive from camp.
•	 airstrip coordinates:  S19.25.827  e022.32.36
•	 Length 1000m

Gratuity ScheDuLe
tips for all camp staff are placed in a communal 
kitty so that everyone receives an equal share. 
while tipping is definitely not a requirement, for 
those guests who would like to leave a gratuity, we 
suggest a figure of approximately uS$ 100.00 per 
guest for a 3-night safari. 
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the overall intention at abu camp is to create 
a luxurious experience in an exotic, rustic 
environment. the camp’s structures are thus a 
mixture of cultural experiences, with each room 
being thematically unique.

the comfort and style of one’s home will be replicated 
amazingly in each of the six stylish “tents” – rustic 
and basic in design, but luxurious and comfortable 
in effect. Furniture from europe, asia and africa has 
been added to complete the six individual areas.

a facility preceding the main area of the tent has 
been added to create a space to accommodate a 
desk and chair, an ideal area for writing or typing.

each room has a different style of bed, using 
a variety of woods: a four-poster, a sleigh and 
upholstered leather beds are used in an uncrowded 
way to give the feeling of space – an unusual aspect 
to the commonly thought-of concept of ‘tent.’ the 
overall style is comfortable, classical, colonial style 
without clutter that enhances the space provided by 
the generous tents.

a cluster of lights is suspended above the seating 
area to create ambiance and draw attention to the 
corner of the tent – also to provide illumination 
for a potential reading area. Photographic art and 
african-specific objet are selected and placed in 
each individual room.

the use of natural “mill-washed” linen on the 
base of upholstered furniture provides the canvas 
of the colour palette. appliqué fabrics are used on 
accessories to add colour to the rooms, while the 
accent fabrics on pillows have been sourced from 
throughout the world. 

the en-suite bathroom areas are functional and 
generic, extending onto the decks to highlight the 
open-to-the-sky african experience. the copper 
bath is positioned outside as a unique exotic feature. 

the white wooden floors of the tented rooms are 
replicated in the living areas as well as in the mess 
tent. the decks, in darker colours, are furnished 
with all-weather furniture including a chaise-
longue and dining furniture.

InterIor ConCept
PhiLoSoPhy
at abu, the elegant comfort of a bygone colonial 
era has been created by South african-based 
interior design company artichoke owned by caline 
williams-wynn. abu offers a unique experience in 
harmony with nature where its interiors complement 
the architectural design by Paul munnik. this is 
achieved with luxurious hand-crafted furniture and 
objet d’art sourced throughout the world. a variety 
of cultural influences are evident in every area of 
this exotic, rustic camp.

abu camp
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textureS, toneS anD coLour
in keeping with the unique Delta environment and 
its pachyderm inhabitants, the emphasis is on ‘non-
colour’. the natural hews create living spaces with 
seamless compatibility with nature. although the 
influence of modern living is evident throughout, the 
contemporary influence is limited to functionality 
rather than design.

textures and natural colours are prolific – natural 
wood, linen, cotton, skins, cane, raffia, crystals, 
petrified tree trunks and even fish bones all add to 
the variety of tactile experiences at the camp.

harmony
although the furnishings provide more than 
adequate comfort and aesthetic stimulation, the 
space-planning and appointment offer generous 
areas in harmony with the wide-open african 
landscape. Scale, size and the use of sumptuous 
natural fabrics used on the furnishings create a 
concept of ultimate luxury. all that makes up the 
interior spaces enhances a homely sensation in a 
unique rustic environment.

the SittinG room
this camp is protected by a covering of weather 
proof rip-stop canvas in a bespoke elephant grey 
colour that is unique to abu. the sitting room is 
divided into three spacious areas.

one seating area overlooks the swimming pool and 
out onto the Delta, where one frequently observes 
aquatic life including impressive pods of hippo. this 
area boasts impressive framed Graham Springer 
photography, a cluster of ceramic ‘mud lights’, an 
oversized comfortable sofa covered in luxurious 
mill-washed Belgian linen, raffia-covered ottoman, 
a wrought-iron and recycled parquet wooden-
topped coffee table with candle cloches, wooden-
beaded embroidered cushions and several other 
functional and aesthetically impressive objet d’art.

another area is furnished with comfortable seats 
around a large round oak table where one can enjoy 
board games, cards or relaxed conversation with 
friends and family.

the third area overlooks the deck and riverbank 
beach on which a ‘fire bowl’ has been constructed 
for catering in an unfettered outdoor environment. 
the fire bowl – or boma – is lit by a multitude of 
colonialesque paraffin lanterns at night.

an impressive element in the construction and 
location of the camp is a termite mound constructed 
over decades by generations of termites. this 
termite mount is situated in a focal area of the camp 
and is visible from the sitting room and towers over 
the deck.

abu camp
architecture & interiors
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the DininG room
to experience the gastronomic creations of the 
well-appointed kitchen, guests may be seated in 
comfortable wooden carvers around one of two 
solidly constructed roughly-hewn natural reclaimed 
wood dining tables. the tables are surrounded by 
a plethora of interesting and unique objet from 
around the world.

african drums, carved from tree trunks, house a 
variety of walking sticks. the granite topped indian 
wrought-iron server is illuminated by two standing 
lamps crafted from vintage indian balustrade and 
backed by a large mirror that reflects the african 
landscape. Four large, impressive wood and iron 
candelabras flank the wooden-paddled ceiling fan 
above the two dining tables. again, colour is limited 
to natural charcoals, greys and a variety of earth 
tones evident in the variety of natural woods.

the Gym
the gym, adjacent to the pool deck, is equipped with 
an ergo machine, treadmill, yoga mats and free 
weights. Sun loungers are available to be placed in 
the sun or under the parasols on the deck in order 
to provide a place to rest after a workout in the gym 
or simply after a sumptuous meal.

the LiBrary
aged-oak, custom-made cabinets filled with new 
and old books flank a long library table that is 
illuminated by a row of ‘planetarium lights’. the 
library includes an area that has been specifically 
appointed to provide the latest in computer 
technology.

tenteD ViLLaS
the accommodation areas are rustic in style, but 
grand and luxurious in nature. each tented room 
includes an en-suite bathroom facility, an outdoor 
bath and an interior seating area. each area has its 
own deck appointed with sun loungers and a dining 
table with two chairs.

Guests sleep between fine combed-cotton percale 
bed sheets and duvets, with embroidered linen 
throws used in every unit. artwork, objet floor-rugs 
and lighting provide ultimate comfort.

the outdoor bathroom, while private and secure, 
boasts a large copper-skirted bath set under the 
open african skies, where guests can absorb the 
sounds of nature whilst relaxing in warm aqueous 
luxury.

abu camp
architecture & interiors
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ROOM 6

ROOM 3

ROOM 5

ROOM 2

ROOM 4

ROOM 1MAIN AREA

Swiming Pool, 
Dining Area and 

Library

ELEPHANT BOMA & STAR BED

AIRSTRIP 25 Minutes to camp



numBer oF VehicLeS: three (3)
numBer oF roomS: Six (6)
numBer oF BeDS: tweLVe (12) BeDDeD camP.

abu camp creates an environment where the 
experience is centred around the bond between the
guests and the elephants but also the bond between 
the guests themselves.

no minimum or maximum number of nights 
is required. however, for a full experience we 
recommend a minimum stay of 3 nights.

elephant activities are offered daily.

note that a maximum of 10 guests can be 
accommodated on an elephant activity at any one 
given time. this number is comprised of a maximum  
of 4 ‘riders’ and 6 ‘walkers’ or less, depending on
the number of guests. if one of the elephants is 
pregnant or nursing a young one, this number may
experience will be managed on the ground by the 
camp.

there are no private activities here, as the idea is 
that of the herd and the group of guests mixing
and interacting naturally together with each guest 
spending an equal amount of time with the
elephants.

this shared experience is an important and large 
part of the abu stay. therefore, for guests requesting 
a private elephant experience, sole use of camp 
would have to be booked and paid for abu camp 
does not have a family room. children between the 
ages of 6 and 16 years can be
accommodated on special request in two of the six 
tents, meaning a maximum of 14 beds can be
provided.

Private vehicles Do have to be booked and paid for 
if there are children between the ages of 6 and 12 
years.

Game drives are not the focus at abu so the camp 
will manage activities accordingly on the ground –
boating, game drives, etc.

For the following activities, there is a minimum age 
requirement of 13 years: mokoro excursions, and
solo elephant rides.

abu camp
activities
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CAtHY – the matriarch of the herd, cathy was born in uganda in 1960. 
after capture in the murchison Falls national Park as a baby, she was 
taken to a safari park near toronto, canada, where she was ‘recruited’ by 
randall moore to return to africa for the filming of circles  in a Forest, a 
movie set in the knysna Forest in South africa and based on the classic 
novel by Dalene mathee. with her co-stars, abu and Benny, she was moved 
to the okavango Delta in 1990 to start the very first elephant-back safaris 
in africa. She quickly acquired the reputation of being the ‘limousine’ 
of the riding herd as guests found she was the most comfortable of the 
elephants to ride. her stable temperament and gentleness made her the 
natural matriarch and she has always had a steadying influence on the 
herd, particularly on the youngsters.

SHIrenI - Shireni was one of the original ‘brat pack’ of six young elephant 
orphans saved from a cull in the kruger Park. her name means ‘where 
the old cows meet’ and Shireni is a very doting and natural mother in 
the abu herd; indeed she has all the necessary maternal attributes of 
calmness, patience and a loving nature and is a great favourite among 
the handlers. She gave birth to raditlou wantha, the first baby to be born 
within abu camp. Poor little raditlou was two months premature and 
sadly died after just 13 days. Shireni quickly mated with a wild bull in the 
area and presented the camp first with Pula and then “baby abu” – both 
lively young bulls who have since been released into the wild. 

abu camp
the abu herd 
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the aBu herD
as a guest of abu camp, you are invited to immerse yourself in the elephant herd and to get to know each 
one personally. explore the fascinating environment of these great beasts and even sleep out under the stars 
overlooking the elephant boma. By the time you leave, you will feel a special, emotional connection to the 
herd that is both humbling and rewarding.
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LorAto – Firstborn of the late kitimetse, Lorato was born just a few days 
short of Valentine’s Day, giving rise to her name, which is a derivation 
of the word “love” in Setswana. Brimming with personality and a fast 
learner, she quickly made friends in the herd, particularly with naya 
(since released into the wild), Paseka and warona. She enjoys being the 
‘big sister’ to all the youngsters. 

pASeKA – her name means “easter” in Setswana and refers to the time of 
year she joined the abu herd. Paseka was found in april 2009 abandoned 
by a wild herd in the okavango after being attacked by hyaenas. She took 
refuge in the generator room of Seba camp, at which point it was too late 
to “let nature take its course”, so she was taken to abu where her wounds 
were treated and Shireni, who was lactating at the time, duly adopted her.  
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WAronA – Shireni’s fourth calf was born on 17 December 2011 and 
named warona by the elephant handlers, which is a Setswana name 
meaning ‘For us.’ originally she spent a lot of time with cathy, walking at 
the front of the herd, but as she grew older she began to mingle more with 
the rest of the herd and the guests. her “sisters,” Lorato and Paseka, play 
with her and generally try to keep her out of trouble.

nALeDI – Born 27 november 2013 to kitimetse, on an incredibly starry 
night, hence her name, naledi, which means “star” in Setswana. Sadly, 
kitimetse passed away in January 2014, and such a young calf being 
orphaned so suddenly meant that immediate action had to be taken. 
initially, it was thought that naledi could be nursed by either Shireni or 
cathy, who were both lactating. however, neither of them was able to 
provide enough milk for naledi so the decision was made to move naledi 
to a safe and comfortable space away from the herd where her elephant 
handlers could provide love, care and attention around the clock as well 
as feeding her by bottle. naledi’s older sister is Lorato.
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Despite the sustained success of elephant safaris, we have never lost sight of our original vision: to return 
previously captive elephants to the wild. with the help of our partner, nGo elephants without Borders, we 
are able to achieve this – a unique aspect of the abu elephant programme.

ABU – known at first to all as “Baby abu”, abu was Shireni’s third baby 
born in 2006. a firm favourite at the camp, this playful and energetic 
young bull entertained guests with his efforts to keep up with the herd 
and mimic their conduct during the rides. abu was, of course, named 
after the late and much lamented tusker, abu (see below) after whom the 
camp was named. as he grew older, he became known as “young abu” 
and left the herd of his own accord in 2013.

GIKKA – another of the original brat pack of kruger Park orphans, Gikka 
was named after her distinctive ‘folded’ ears. Before she gave birth to 
naya, she insisted on sharing duties with Shireni in looking after Pula 
when he was a baby, constantly making mud and sand baths for him to 
play in. Gikka has a great love of water and her short tusks set very close to 
her trunk enable her to perform amazing ‘acrobatic’ feats in the lagoons 
and pools. Both Gikka and her calf naya were successfully released back 
into the wild in July 2011.

nAYA – Gikka’s daughter, born in march, 2003, developed into a sweet-
natured and very lovable young elephant, who used to be inseparable 
from Pula, before the latter’s release. naya, whose name means “to give”, 
was a relatively delicate youngster and another camp favourite. She was 
released back into the wild along with her mother Gikka in July 2011.
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MtHonDo MBoMVU – a stocky, magnificently proportioned bull with a broad head and splayed tusks, 
mthondo mbomvu was born in Zimbabwe in 1975. as a young elephant he was transferred to the Pilanesberg 
national Park in South africa where he had a reputation as a rather troublesome animal, hanging about 
with other youngsters and lacking the parental guidance and control that adolescent elephants require. he 
joined the abu herd in 1993 where, under abu’s firm guidance, he developed into a quiet and dependable 
adult. mthondo was released during the last quarter of 2009 and is still being closely monitored today.

nAnDIpA – nandipa was the first of the abu herd’s female elephants to be released. She was a kruger 
orphan and arrived in Botswana in 1990 with mafunyane and thando. She had an uneasy relationship with 
cathy, matriarch of the herd, preferring to spend as much time as she could with big Benny, the floppy-
eared giant. on her release she happily mixed with “the boys” and joined them in exploring the okavango. 
Since then, nandipa has given birth to three calves including a strapping bull named ntongine and the 
latest youngster born in 2013. She is sometimes seen in the vicinity of the camp showing off her family herd. 

pULA – Born at abu camp in 2000 to Shireni, Pula developed into a playful and captivating young bull. his 
name means “rain” in Setswana, as his birth coincided with a massive and much-needed storm in the 
okavango. at birth, he measured 91 cm in height and it took him an hour before he took his first hesitant 
steps. Pula was released in august 2008.

SeBA – as a young bull, Seba was rescued from a kruger Park cull to star in the walt Disney production, 
whispers, an elephant allegory that was filmed in and around abu camp. in fact, Seba means “whispers” 
in Setswana. always a mischievous and adventurous young elephant, Seba adapted quickly to his freedom 
and roams far and wide, usually in the company of thando.
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tHAnDo – “the lucky one” was another of the kruger orphan bulls released with young Seba in 2003. 
thando, always independent of spirit, was a boisterous teenager, always ready to fight with males of a 
similar age. he is very protective of Seba, however, and the pair is frequently seen together and has travelled 
far from the home range. when young, he had distinctive reddish hair on his head and this can still be seen 
when the sun shines on it. 

MAFUnYAne – at the age of 14, mafunyane became the first of the abu camp elephants to be released back 
into the wild in February 2002 as part of the research project. Born in the kruger Park in 1987, mafunyane 
was one of the original “brat pack” of kruger orphans and joined the elephant Back Safaris operation at the 
start as a baby. the young bull regarded abu as a father figure and from an early age was given to trying to 
emulate the then-herd leader. when abu died in December 2002, mafunyane kept a vigil over the remains 
of his mentor, chasing away hyaena and other predators. he still pauses to pay his respects to abu’s skull, 
now placed near the site of the nearby Seba camp, whenever he passes. mafunyane took some time to 
adjust to his freedom and tended to stay in the vicinity of abu camp before beginning to explore areas 
beyond his home range.
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ABU – the term ‘star quality’ is difficult to define even in humans but randall moore recognised it immediately 
in the elephant he found in cramped quarters in a wildlife park at Grand Prairie, texas, in 1987. moore was 
looking for a mature, well-tusked bull to take the elephant lead in the movie circles  in a Forest, due to be 
filmed in South africa’s knysna Forest. the elephant’s name was abu and moore realised that there was 
something special about him despite the poor conditions in which he was being kept, in the mistaken belief 
that he was in musth and possibly dangerous. Soon abu, well-scrubbed, well-behaved and responsive to 
moore’s ministrations, was on board a ship bound for South africa – and stardom.

abu’s ‘star quality’ shone through during the filming in the knysna Forest. he played the part of Big Foot, a 
giant tusker that looms out of the misty forest glades to terrorise a village. abu readily learned a great range 
of ‘behaviours’ needed for the film, including the ability to save the human star from drowning by lifting him 
with tusks and trunk gently from a stream and depositing him on terra firma. he won immediate acclaim for 
his role and was soon the star of one of the award-winning commercials for iBm as the older elephant leading 
a baby on a long journey over dunes and rocky paths.

abu won international recognition when he starred with clint eastwood in white hunter, Black heart , which 
included a scene in which the elephant charges the film star and tosses and ‘kills’ his black tracker. the 
manner in which he seemed to understand immediately what was expected of him gained him the honoured 
soubriquet “one-take abu” in hollywood as he tended to get it right in the very first take.

he went on to star in several feature films and numerous commercials, all enhancing his international 
reputation. according to moore, abu revelled in making films and in learning often complicated manoeuvres 
for the cameras. “he seemed to know he was going to be called on when the film crews arrived and started 
unloading their equipment. he would immediately strike his best poses for the director, just like any human 
star,” moore recalled. “abu loved playing the part of the roughest, toughest bull on the block when, in fact, he 
was the gentlest and easiest animal to work with.”

away from the cameras, abu was just as special. as elephant Back Safaris’ herd expanded, abu took on the 
role of father figure for the young elephants, encouraging them to play their part in the team and being firm 
when errant behaviour called for it. “he was always ready and willing to help when problems arose with the 
other elephants,” said moore. “he was a very special elephant.”
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KItIMetSe – kiti, as she was fondly called, was found abandoned 
by a wild herd in the okavango after being attacked by a crocodile 
as a baby. She was taken to abu camp and her wounds treated, 
before being given the name kitimetse which means “i am lost” in 
Setswana. She made a full recovery and she was slowly introduced 
to the rest of the herd where she became fully accepted, forming a 
close bond with Gikka and Shireni. She was famous for her “blowing 
kisses” and gentle demeanour and provided both researchers and 
guests with important data on elephants and the animal kingdom 
as a whole. She is known to have mated with mafunyane and, in 
early 2008 gave birth to Lorato. Shortly after giving birth again in 
January 2014, she sadly passed away in January 2014 due to health 
complications, but her legacy lives on in Lorato and her last-born, 
naledi.

BennY – Benny was one of the original trio (with abu and cathy) 
brought from america specifically to feature in the film circles in a 
Forest,  which was shot on location in the knysna Forest in South 
africa. Benny was born in the kruger national Park in 1959 and 
shipped to the uS as a baby. he was found by randall moore in a 
zoo at Fort worth, texas. a large, rather timid bull, Benny became a 
firm favourite with many guests at abu camp. his floppy ear added 
to his sad aspect and endeared him to all. in the okavango, Benny 
eventually learned to overcome his shyness of water and in his old 
age took readily to his reintroduction into the wild. unfortunately, 
Benny died after sustaining severe wounds in a fight with a wild 
elephant. he is remembered with great affection by all at abu camp.


